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Javon Mullings '16
Wins Watson
NICOLE LABRESH '17
SENIOR WRITER

A

nother Wheaton student
will be heading off on a
.
journey around the world
1n order to explore a field of interest with the help of the prestigious Watson Fellowship. Senior and Wheaton College Posse
Scholar, Javon Mullings '16, will
be spending one year studying
Youth robotics programs in different parts of the world.
The Thomas J. Watson Fellowship provides a $30,000 grant
~or a year of international travel
1n t he pursuit of independent
study. The grant allows students
to create an original project on a
subject of personal interest.
Mullings majors in bioinformat-

ics and business and management. Originally from Brooklyn,
New York, his interest in robotics began in high school v-:'~en
he joined a robotics compet1t1on
club. The computer programming and creative problem-so!ving involved in the club drew ~1m
into what has become a passion
and has changed his life. He credits his experiences in robotics for
changing the way he thinks and
approaches problems. He will
use the fellowship to expl~re
how communities, as well as individual participants, across the
globe are impacted by programs
much like the one he participated in in high school.
.
His travels will take him to
Cambodia, India, Ireland, South
Africa and
Cont. on page 5

Don't say no to dildos:
A guide to sex toy shops
in Rhode Island and Mass
JORDANA JOY '17

ARTS AND CULTURE EDITOR

B

ored with Wheaton hookups? In need for a little
"me time" after midterm
stress? Perfect your sex playlist
and get ready to light some illegal candles because Providence
and Boston areas are hosts to
some of the best sex toy shops in
the New England area.
Mister Sister Erotica is
a_queer owned, award-winning
erotic boutique located in Fox
Point, Providence. Mister Sister
not only sells a variety of sex
toys, BDSM accessories, educational books and material and
"sexy gifts," they are active supPorters of sex positivity and are

LGBTO+ friendly. With the slogan "More Toys Than Devil Has
Sinners" and with a whole room
solely devoted to leather _appare l, Mister Sister sells a wide ~ariety of sex toys and accessories
for reasonable prices. Although
it is not the cheapest shop, the
staff is very helpful and friendly.
Mister Sister is open all week and
hosts sex-positive events monthly.
Adam and Eve is another great shop with an extensive
online catalog and is also stationed in Boston, with 62 ot~er
stores nationally. With free shipping deals and
Cont. on page 6

The producer is best known for his hit single "Harlem Shake." Credit: thebanginbeats .com

Baauer will headline Wheaton's
Spring Weekend 2016
JACOB HOROWITZ '16

PROGRAMMING
COUNCIL CHAIR

ance and hip hop musician Baauer will headline
Spring Weekend 2016.
The musician, whose real name is
Harry Bauer Rodrigues, released
his debut album Aa on March 18.
He will perform at Wheaton on
April 16.
You may know of him because
of his single, "Harlem Shake,"
that took the internet by storm in
2012. Since then, he's gotten distinguished artists to feature on
his 13-track LP. Names you might
know include Future, M.I.A. and

D

Pusha T. He's also worked on
tracks with AlunaGeorge, Rae
Sremmurd and Fetty Wap, and
has remixed popular songs from
Jay-2, What So Not and Disclosure, to name a few. After the
concert at Wheaton, he will fly to
California to perform at Coachella the next day. Wheaton hasn't
had a Spring Weekend artist like
Baauer before, and the concert
itself is sure to stun.
"Why didn't we get Kanye?"
"I love Beyonce! We should get
her!"
HOMG Justin Bieber plz!!
These types of questions have
a simple answer: money. Your
college's Programming Council,

or PC, works with a budget of
$20,000-$25,000 specifically to
pay our Spring Weekend headliner. This startling amount does
not, however, include our other
expenses for both Friday and
Saturday. These can cost up to an
additional $35,000, and include
stage, sound, backline, lighting,
a generator, security, travel, accommodations, hospitality, novelties, advertising and more.
So, how did we choose Baau er? First of all, people mention
artists to Programming Council
members all the time. When an
artist is brought up, it is included
in
Cont. on page 4

Ins1·d e t h'1s •issue: St u d en ts present the fifth annual WheaTalks (page 4), the Admissions office hand-delivers 75
acceptances to Wheaton (page 5) and Wheaton men's lacrosse loses to Clark (page 8).
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From the editor
he long-awaited announcement of this year's Spring
Weekend performer f inally happened this past Friday at
12:30 p.m.
And so, it's Baauer. While the
producer is best-known for the
catchy and extremely annoying "Harlem Shake," his debut
album Aa has gotten good reviews from critics. Considering
Wheaton's limited budget, it's a
good pick; he's one of those artists we won't be able to afford in
two years .
This coming week, the annu al Middle East lecture will take
place with a particularly interesting speaker: Rami George
Khouri, a Palestinian-Jordanian
journalist who's done a variety
of reporting on the Israel-Palestine conflict.
It was also announced that
Larycia Hawkins, the professor
who left the other Wheaton College after wearing a hijab in solidarity with Muslims, will come to
speak at Wheaton.

T

President Hanno addressed students at this year's State of the College. Credit: Alex Gim-Fain '17

Wheaton College Public Safety log
ASSAULT Hands, Fists, Feet, etc., Mar 26, 2016-Saturday at 13:50
Location: LINDENS HOUSE
Summary: Student came in to PS to report an incident/injury from last night.
SAFETY & SAFETY Harassment/Annoyance, Mar 28, 2016 -Monday at 15:26
Location: MEADOWS HALL NORTH
Summary:
MEDICAL Medical Incident, Mar 30, 2016-Wednesday at 13:22
Location: CHASE DINING HALL
Summary:RP states that a rack fell and hit someone in the head and there is a little bleeding. U103
and U10 responding. U103 request Norton Rescue for evaluation. Student being transported to
Sturdy. Dean office notified. Emily Kiablick, coach, is calling parents.
MEDICAL Medical Incident, Mar 30, 2016-Wednesday at 21:12
Location: MCINTIRE HALL
Summary:
ALCOHOL/DRUGS Any Drug Violation, Mar 30, 2016-Wednesday at 21:15
Location: MEADOWS HALL EAST
Summary: Smell of marijuana on 3rd floor of Meadows East
MEDICAL Medical Incident, Mar 31, 2016-Thursday at 10:32
Location: CHASE DINING HALL
Summary: Student in the Chase dish return area, with sinkable episode. ~onci~us an~ _alert at this
time. Rescue responding, transporting to Sturdy. No one on board, Deans office not1f1ed.
ALCOHOUDRUGS Any Drug Violation, Mar 31, 2016-Thursday at 21:26
Location: MEADOWS HALL EAST
Summary: Smell of marijuana on Meadows East 3rd floor

President Hanno reached out
to her after the initial uproa~ '
about the hijab, and her erna I
response seemed open to the
idea. His reaching out was partly
in response to a Facebook po st
from William Blackmer '16.
.
Rumor has it that Wheaton is
getting closer to picking its neid
provost. The search has gone
on throughout the acade~ic
year, since current Provost Unda Eisenmann announced sh,~
would step down in June (she
stay on as an education faculty
member).
The new provost will be the
latest in a series of Hanno appointments to top positions
over the past two years. Since
he took office in 2014, new faci
es are in charge of the dean
students office, marketing and

°

communications,
and advancement.
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WHEATON COLLEGE HONOR CODE
As members of the Wheaton community, we commit ourselves to act
honestly, responsibly, and above all, with honor and integrity in all areas
of campus life. We are accountable for all that we say and write. We are
responsible for the academic integrity of our work. We pledge that we
will not misrepresent our work nor give or receive unauthorized aid. We
commit ourselves to behave in a manner which demonstrates concern for
the personal dignity, rights and freedoms of all members of the community. We are respectful of college property and the property of others,
We will not tolerate a lack of respect for these values.

/ accept responsibility to maintain the Honor Code at all times.

Have a correction o r letter to the edit or? Send an emai l to kilduff _adam@wheat oncollege.
edu, or come visit us! We meet in t he 1960 Room in Balfour on Tuesdays at 7 p.m.

OPINION
ALEXANDRA NATALE'16

The radical impact of
l(
Kesha's case

MANAGING EDITOR

The pop singer Kesha. Credit: ce/ebuzz.com

sha's ongoing legal battle
with her record label, Sony,
nd producer Dr. Luke
has opened up many nuanced
discussions about sexual assault.
The case has highlighted the
fact that there are many predatory men in the music industry
who benefit from a culture of
silence. Women are afraid to
come forward, but once they
do they often open the door for
other women to do so.
In January Amber Coffman of
the Dirty Projectors shared on
Twitter that a prominent indie
music publicist had sexually harassed her. She shared her story
and eventually named the publicist as Heathcliff Berru. Immediately other female musicians
began to share similar stories,
including Bethany Consentino of
Best Coast. Coffman received
support from her label, Domino,
who dropped Berru once she
told them.
The outpouring of support
Coffman received, coupled with
the meaningful consequences
for Berru are the result of increased public discourse about
sexual assault. After Coffman
spoke out about her experience other artists fired Berru's
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Public Relations firm. These
consequences are the result of
survivors sharing their experiences, organizing, and fighting
for these issues to be covered
by media. For too long, the
culture of silence and fear has
protected people like Berru and
Dr. Luke, and Bill Cosby, and so
on and so forth, sadly with many
names we will never know.
Abusers know that they can
thrive off this silence, and they
attempt to intimidate women
into keeping silent. If they can't
get them to keep silent, they
attempt to destroy their credibility. Kesha recently shared
that she was offered freedom,
presumably from her contract,
if she publicly apologized and
said she had never been raped.
"I would rather let the truth ruin
my career than lie for a monster
ever again," she wrote on lnstagram. Whoever offered her this
option knew that this would be a
boon to all people who attempt
to portray women who speak
out as delusional or confused.
Kesha's refusal to bow to this
manipulation is radical and she
deserves our support.
Kesha's case also shows
quite literally the ways in which
women are seen as objects and
commodities. On February 19,
a New York said he would not

release Kesha from her contract
because, "You're asking the
court to decimate a contract
that was heavily negotiated
and typical for the industry." To
this judge, the effort put into
negotiating Kesha's contract
outweighed the trauma she
endured being forced to work
with a man who had raped and
abused her.
We all have a role to play
in dismantling the culture of
silence that surrounds rape and
sexual assault. Kesha's refusal to
back down in the face of intimidation and bribery is radical and
we must support her. While her
case can feel disconnected from
everyday life at Wheaton, many
of the issues her case touches
on are also present in our community. In order for survivors
to feel comfortable speaking
openly about their experiences,
the community must create an
environment that is supportive
in words and deeds. We should
be committed to this always,
but April is a particularly timely
opportunity to reflect on how
we are building this community,
as it sexual assault awareness
month. We have a responsibility
to build a community in which
survivors feel safe and affirmed.

JORDANA JOY '17

Pointing out and educating
others about these privileges,
however, is no way belittling or
harassing an individual. This, in
fact, is the very crux of in-depth
engagement and reevaluation
as us as both a community and
people. It is something that
we experience in class, when
reading articles and writing
papers, and it is something that
we can apply to our personal
lives. Political occurrences can
have a personal impact on an
individual, and this can affect us,
even on a small campus such as
Wheaton's. Keeping this in mind
we can begin to explore possibilities outside of the ones that
we have experienced ourselves.
Wheaton's history should also
be a factor for how we view and
value feminism. Wheaton was
founded as a women's seminary and was later evolved into
an all-women's college in the
1940's. The college ultimately
decided to go co-ed in the 80's.
It is very impo rtant to remember
that men would not be attending Wheaton if it were not for
the women before them. In
valuing feminism, we will also be
valuing Wheaton women.

Why Wheaton needs feminism
ARTS AND CULTURE EDITOR

he word and concept of
feminism has begun to be
considered mainstream
over the past decade or so, especially very recently in popular
media. However, old stereotypes of what it means to be a
feminist are still discussed and
argued over today. Feminists
are still considered man-haters
who live without spines and find
enjoyment in burning bras. We
are too radical, we only believe
in one brand of inclusion, we are
harshly judgmental and have absolutely no fun whatsoever. And
this, unfortunately, is pervasive
at Wheaton.
In discussing feminism on
campus, a majority of our
community has been incredibly
responsive, and I have been able
to have constructive conversations with a diverse amount of
people on campus. However, an
indiscriminate, pervasive fear of
the word feminism has worked
its way into our connotations of
women, civil rights and oppressions. And, for the privileged, it
is something easy to ignore.

T

Credit: theodysseyonline.com
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Producer Baauer to headline this year

Cont. from page 1

a list. This list is constantly beng expanded throughout the Fall
Semester. I also sent several campus-wide emails out about how to
9ive Programming Council sug9estions for featured artists. The
email tells of a special box that
Nas sitting in Balfour for roughly
3 month, where people could sub'Tlit little pieces of paper with their
3rtist recommendations. We put
311 of these submissions on our list.
In addition, we take many suggestions from Programming Council
'Tlembers themselves, as they have
:1 better idea about who we can afford to have come.
Throughout the last year I have
thoroughly researched pncmg
ists, music festival lineups, weologs, published playlists, iTunes
·esources, Spotify and the radio
through multiple sources. Not
::inly do I listen to one of an artist's
most popular songs and proceed
to freak out, but I listen to many of
their other songs, lyrical content,
:1nd public reputation as performers. And that's not all! One of the
'TIOst important things to consider when listening to an artist is
iow they sound live. I won't bash
3ny genres here, but some music
doesn't translate to a very good
ive performance. Think about it.
After compiling a big ol' list, Lizette Zajko of SAIL, (who is now
Programming Council's direct ad-

visor), and myself narrow it down.
We cross names off based on conflicting tour dates, bad public reputations and expensive booking
fees. One rather large obstacle this
year was Coachella, a ridiculously
large music festival in California
that takes place during our Spring
Weekend. There are many new
and energetic artists that we had
to cross off our list due to this time
conflict. From there, we send a list
to our middle agent, who returns
with a bunch of price quotes. The
artists that are deemed affordable
are thoroughly discussed by members of Programming Council, we
establish some sort of ordered
list, and then the real work wegins.
Now, it is time to put bids in. Oh,
and this all happens before January 1, 2016.
After about two months of anxiously waiting, some miscommunication, and two heart-dropping
rejections, we received a bid confirmation for Baauer. Throughout
this two-month period I would
exchange emails with our middle
agent, who would also send me
artist recommendations almost
bi-weekly. With his help and advice, the list itself changed slightly.
The two rejections had been from
artists on Programming Council's
list. Baauer and several other artists our middle agent and I were
discussing came to the forefront,
and we had to make a decision,
pressed for time. This all had to

stay confidential after January 1,
so all communication took place
between our middle agent, Andrea Holden and Lizette Zajko of
SAIL, and me. After a bid confirmation, formalities come, from riders,
contracts and the staging agency,
to name a few. I'll spare you the
details.
So in the end, we have a solid
Spring Weekend performer, and a
concert all set up for Wheaton to
enjoy. Not every single person will
like the concert, but that's okay.
Not everyone understands the
brutal constraints of our school's
small budget, and that's understandable. And some people may
just throw thoughtless opinions
to the air, because it's fun to complain.
Wrth all sarcasm aside, my name
is Jacob Horowitz. I am your elected Programming Council Chair for
the 2015-2016 academic year. I believe we have put together one of
the greatest Spring Weekends to
date. Come to the concert! Don't
forget to be safe! Baauer is really
an incredible, up-and-coming artist, who will give you a spectacular
performance.
I am very friendly and approachable, and would love to answer any
of your questions! If you would like
to help out during Spring Weekend, email me at horowitz_jacob@
wheatoncollege.edu. That's all
folks!

Students participate in
fifth annual WheaTalks
FLYNN DONCASTER '19

WIRE STAFF
e WheaTalks are based on
he Sapling Foundation TedTalks: Ideas Worth Spreading. Participants at Wheaton were
invited to speak about anything
they wanted to over a ten minute
period. The Roosevelt lnstitute's
fifth annual WheaTalks took place
on March 28.
"Roosevelt did a great job working with all of us who presented,
making sure that we were ready
for the event," said speaker Zach
Marlay-Wright '16. "I'm grateful for all the work they put in."
Marlay-Wright presented the talk
Opening Up: An Argument for a
World Wrthout Borders.
Though the ten presentations
took about two and a half hours
to get through, energy was high
in the packed Hindle Auditorium.
"It was really very interesting" said
Rodney Rugamba '19, attendee,
"I'm learning a lot I didn't understand before. I thought I would
leave part way through, but I was
compelled to stay."
The other presentations were
Learning Fear by Professor of
Anthropology Gabrielle Torres,

The Artistic License: Separating
Good Art from Controversial Art·
ists by Christina Smith '19, Leech·
es, Herbs, and Humours: Women
in Medieval Medicine by Rowan
Lowell '17, Disabilities: Unlocking
the Hidden Potential by Ethan
Stark-Miller '18, Hold the Blacks
Back: Educational Inequity in
America by Nataja Flood '16, Frorn
the Eyes of Jamalpur by Karl Rivera
'16, Oil for Blood: Connecting the
Violence of Indigenous Lands and
Bodies by Rana LaPine '16, The De·
pressed Artist: Emotional Monopoly or Elitist Institution by Jordana
Joy '17 and Robots in Beowulf: The
Humanities and the Computers by
Audrey Dubois '17.
"I had wanted to present a
WheaTalk ever since I first saw
them my freshman year. It was
my hope that by my senior year,
I would be as passionate about a
subject as that year's presenters
were," Marlay-Wright said. The
Roosevelt Institute plans to hold
their sixth WheaTalks in the com·
ing Spring semester."! don't think
my presentation was by any means
perfect but it was a great experi·
ence working on a somewhat radical topic, making it as accessible as
possible," Marlay-Wright said.

Campus empowerment drive raises money for women's shelters
CAITLY REYNOSO '19

WIRE STAFF

or over a month, Wheaton
organizations and houses Peace House, Sexual Health
Advocacy Group (S.H.A.G.), Emerson House and Renaissance
House - have partnered to educate the campus community
about domestic violence and
raise money to support local
women shelters in Providence, RI
and and Attleboro. MA.

F

Jessica Kruger '17, who initiated the Campus Wide Empowerment Drive, stated that the drive
"was born out of a desire to give
back to our community." Kruger
reached out to Nykia Leach '17,
one of her close friends who is on
the executive board of S.H.A.G.,
and asked if her group would be
interested in collaborating together. Similarly, Kruger reached
out to the representatives of the
themed houses.
The four oraanizations decid-

ed that they preferred to raise
money to create 'goody bags'
full of things women transitioning into domestic shelters need
instead of just sending a check to
a shelter. Two· shelters, Sojourner
House in Rhode Island and New
Hope in Attleboro, loved their
idea and will be receiving the
personal goody bags.
The organizations were able
to meet and surpass their goal
of $500. Kruger also began a
GoFundMe camoaian that has

raised 80% of their goal of $300.
The campaign will open until
April 8. Apart from raising money, when these organizations
set up their tables in the Balfour-Hood landing, they collected items such as tampons, pads,
disposable razors, toothbrushes,
toothpaste, soap, and travel size
shampoo and conditioner to fil l
the goody bags.
They plan to purchase even
more of those items with the
money raised and to make around

300 goody bags to give directly
to the women transitioning into
shelters. To finish off their Campus Wide Empowerment Drive,
the four organizations plan to invite the Wheaton community to
help fill the goody bags at their
final event. This event will also be
an opportunity to reflect on the
power of students dedicated to
social service.
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Shared Inspirations concert finds connections in music and art
YUCHEN WANG '18
FOR THE WIRE

'1:ie piano music of Amy Beach
I ~nspired by Native American
. Themes and French lmpres-

s10. n~st
· music by Calude Debussy,
Cectle Chaminade, Darius Milhaud
~nd Francis Poulenc filled Mary
Y0 n Hall on March 29 as six student pianists and one vocalist held
a concert in the Woolley Room.
F As the concert began, Shelby
orbes '16 introduced the history
North American woven objects
rom Wheaton's Permanent Col1
:.ction,
which is located in Watson
Arts. Then, Xinyi Liu '19, Xinru
19, Yuchen Wang '18, Shiqiu
ang '19, Christina Pedersen '18
: nd ~heyu Cao '19 played the pi. no 1n order. Each of them brief
introduced the music and its background.
hThe performers also shared their
t oughts and feelings about the
;usic. Later in the concert, Emily
ergmann '16, a mezzo-soprano,
performed three songs by Chaminade. All of the performances gar~~red great applause from the aulence. Lisa Romanul and Joanne
~ouradjian, both Assistant Prohessors of music in performance,
elped prepare this concert.
"This program is a three-year

t

tte,

companion concerts that are related to the visual arts. Last year we
did a concert themed as American
music in the great depression. This
year our concert theme is Shared
Inspirations, featuring the music of
Debussy, Beach and Milhaud," said
Leslie Amper, Assistant Professor
of music in performance.
In addition, Amper presented a concert on the same theme,
shared inspirations, on February 16
as well. She explained that the concept of the plan was to share ideas
and find connections between music and art for both students and
faculty.
The three-year project is sponsored in part by Herschbach Charitable Gift Fund. Georgene Botyos
Herschbach '61, alumni Achievement Award Recipient 2013, and
Wheaton 1995 Honorary Degree
Recipient, Dudley Herschbach
attended the concert. These distinguished alumni take a personal
interest in Wheaton student activities.

"I am impressed by their professional skills of playing the piano,
and the pianists are really good!"
Shi Shen '18 said after the concert,
"I am looking forward to coming
for the next concert."

Wheaton community members hand-deliver 75
acceptance letters across New England
l<UNZANG TSHERING '17
NEWS EDITOR

II

w e n I got my admission letter, I was so
happy and so excit~d- and I got that via my mail. Just
1rnagine if somebody hand-delivers that to you," said Ibrahim Nshirnirimana '19 a member of one of
the 10 teams that delivered acceptance letters to 75 students in the
class of 2020 on March 15. This ini~ative was reported on by the Associated Press, The Boston Globe,
teenVOGUE, The Sun Chronicle
:,Vith President Dennis Hanno being interviewed on NPR.
. Although on a larger scale, this
is the second time that members
of the Wheaton community are
hand-delivering acceptance letters. A video that showed a bus
load of Wheaton students, staff
a_nd faculty deliver an early decision student her acceptance letter last vear has qathered around

20,000 views on YouTube.
That student, Anna DeGregorio
'19 was the first student accepted
into her class and currently works
in the admissions office. "It was an
amazing experience... I was very
shocked. The personal letters,
represent the strong community that is Wheaton College," said
DeGregorio, "I wanted to work in
admissions because it's important
that I'm a part of all the hard work
that goes into students feeling
welcomed."
Director of Admissions, Grant
Gosselin said that this first delivery
and video was symbolic of type
of experience that prospective
students can expect at Wheaton.
After this, many people around the
campus reached out to be a part
future deliveries. This year saw
about 45 community members
who wanted to participate in delivering acceptance letters to New
England states Maine, Connecticut. Rhode Island and Massachu-

setts in three hours.
Gosselin said that concentrations of admitted students in a similar geographic area determined
where they would deliver the acceptance letters, "Staff members
were able to select students that
they had read and gotten to know
and the reality of it is that there
were others that lived in a close
proximity to those students."
Nshimirimana's team consisted
of admissions staff, faculty and students and covered areas around
Norton, Attleboro and Providence.
The team delivered 18 acceptance
letters to admitted students and
their families. "It was interesting
to see their reactions before knowing who we were. Some people
thought we were political parties
and some hesitated to open the
doors to [us]. Once we told them
who we were and why we were
there, they were really happy and
welcomed us," said Nshimirimana.
Althouoh these tvoe of oersonal

deliveries have been carried out in
other institutions, the AP reports
that not all colleges are on-board
with these new deliveries that have
also been. We're not all about
the crazy bells and whistles" Jeff
Schiffman, interim director of admission at Tulane told the AP. "It
becomes an arms race over which
school can do the most over-thetop stuff."
In response to such criticism,
Hanno said in his interview on
NPR, "If a student came just because we hand-delivered the letter, that may not be the student
we'd want. We would hope they
would come here because it's really the kind of place and the community they want to be part of...
it has that dual-purpose of sending
the prospective student a signal
about the uniqueness and the personal nature of this place, but then
also including all of our community
in the process."
"We viewed this £deliverinq the

acceptance letters] as being very
true to who we are. I think that if we
were a large institution that wasn't
providing a lot of attention then
this would have been just that- a
stunt," Goselin added, "Wheaton
is a place that every student receives an incredibly personalized
educational experience."
Nshimirimana said that although
this publicity could be beneficial to
the college, he viewed the deliveries as simply bringing happiness
to someone's day. He encouraged
other students to take advantages of such opportunities saying,
"I'm an international student and I
got to meet local prospective students. Maybe, we'll be friends next
year when they come ... connections, friendships start there and
it's something that we value the
most here at Wheaton."
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Don't say no to dildos: a guide
to sex toy shops in RI/MA

Good Vibrations in Boston. Credit: TimeOut

Cont. from page 1
other regular sales, the shop is
both affordable and high quality.
Adam and Eve's main retail sold
are vibrators, including the famous
Rabbit, and other sex toys, but
they also sell bondage accessories,
lingerie, lubes and oils. Or adult
movies, if you're from the 80s.
Good Vibrations is a sex toy
shop in Brookline, MA that also has
an online catalog and hosts events,

Javon Mullings' 16 Credit; Wheaton College

Javon Mullings '16
wins Watson
Cont. from page 1
Japan. In each place, he will
explore the subject by observing
and assisting in the activities of
youth robotics clubs.
During his time at Wheaton,
Mullings has taken part in a plethora of d iverse activities. Since his
freshman year, he has worked in
Professor of Biology Bob Morris's lab. Here, his expertise in
computer analysis are applied towards studying the growth of cilia. His bioinformatics skills have
also come in handy for summer
internships at Harvard and Cornell research labs. Outside of the
classroom and the lab, Mullings
has taken part in theatre, worked
as a resident advisor and competing as a sprinter on the track
and field team .

some gender specific. Not only
does the company provide basic
sex toy essentials, but it also sells
"gender expression and play" accessories, which allow transgender
individuals to express whatever
gender they feel represents themselves the best and most honestly.
Condomworld, located in Boston, specialize in condoms, lubricant, dildos and vibrators, including G-spot dildos and Rabbits.
They also provide an online catalog

with free discount coupons and are
open seven days a week for easy
access to sexual essentials. Con·
domworld also provides bachelorette party accessories, including a
"Pecker" penis piriata, perfect for
the day before your elopement
or a lazy Saturday night spent at
home.
More reputable sex toy shops
and websites are available online
to your viewing disposal.

Festival challenges students to write
10-minute plays in 48 hours

His long-term goal for the f uture is to work in the pharmaceutical industry and to work
towards eliminating economic
barriers to drug development.
Recently, he presented his plan
to do so at a social entrepreneurship event Wheaton held in the
fall.
The next year will bring Mullings's experiences in robotics
full circle, from joining a club in
high school for the purpose of
improving his college application
to traveling the world studying
robotics clubs the year following
his college graduations. While he
acknowledges that spending a
year studying in different countries will be a challenge, he looks
forward to . he unique learning
experience ·t 'II provide.
•

ti • • •

LUCAS ROSA '18

DESIGN EDITOR

e bi-annual Ten-Minute Play
Festival occurred during a
wo-hour performance period on March 29 in Watson Fine
Arts. The plays this semester focused on secrets and lies while having strong political undertones.
These ten-minute plays have been
a primary event on campus since
the festival was formed in 2002.
The process of putting on these
plays happens within a week. As
Playwright-in-Residence Charlotte
Meehan said, "Plays are selected
[on Wednesday] and the announcement of the ten winning plays goes
out on Thursday morning. On
Thursday evening, there's a planning meeting where playwrights
are paired with directors and the
plays are cast. One-hour rehears-

als happen on Friday or Saturday,
and the plays are put up as staged
readings on Saturday night."
As always, students wrote and
submitted their pieces within 48
hours, responding to the prompt
sent through a campus-wide email.
Manager of Arts Events & Publicity, Jessica Kuszaj, asked students
to write a ten-minute debate play
that addressed the issues of the
day and could touch on what's
happening in the campaign season, without characters based on
famous politicians.
Using this prompt, students
managed to fit complex issues
within their play scripts. "I was
overwhelmed by the students'
assimilation of very entertaining
scenarios with strong political content," Meehan said. "These plays
were particularly sophisticated in
their social critiques."

Current social issues are an im·
portant focus of these plays each
semester. "Audiences really en·
joy the variety of ways students
choose to respond dramatically
to the topic given," Meehan said,
"This year's audience was particularly impressed with how the stu·
dents wove the political campaign
into their plays without sacrificing
larger themes."
The process behind forming the
Ten-Minute Play Festival is a huge
undertaking for both the students
and faculty involved. "I think it's
very difficult to write a play in less
than 48 hours," Meehan said, "our
students always impress me with
their talent, ingenuity and huge
commitment to making the whole
festival a success."
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The 1975 return with new sound, diversified audience
~MILY BLAY '19

IRE STAFF

T

he 1975, a band that originated in Cheshire, England,
made a return to the music~I scene at the end of February
tth the release of their lengthily
;led sophomore album, 1 Like It
B hen You Sleep, for You Are So
e;utiful Yet So Unaware of It.
b he ~roup, which can loosely
. e defined as 'alternative'
IS k
., nown for songs such as'
t~hocolate" and "Girls," songs
at are lyrically poignant
Yet sonically pleasingly. The
comeback was successful for
th e four band members as the
alb
' one
. um debuted at number
in both the UK and US.
Tracks from the new album
ieerpe:uate the honesty that
ad singer Matty Healy is
known for in lyrics and inter-

views. "Change of Heart"
chronicles a relationship run
dry in which Healy wittily comments on the reality of twenty
first century relationships
singing, "Your eyes were full
of regret, and then you took a
picture of your salad, and put
it on the internet."
The opening song, "Love
Me,'' comments on Healy's
experience in the spotlight,
"Ugh" chronicles his relationship to cocaine and "Somebody Else" echoes the sentiment of the band's self- titled
debut album. "If I Believe You"
is a saxophone ridden track
that explores Healy's views on
God. "If I'm lost, then how can
I find myself?" says Healy.
At the tail end of the album are two tracks that
stand in sharp contrast to the
typically upbeat pop melodies of the band. "Nana"

Baauer: How hyped
should we be?
JORDANA JOY '17
ARTS AND CULTURE EDITOR

-r,is past Thursday, ProgramI ;ing
Council announced via
the Wheaton Wire website
th at the Spring Weekend performer for next month will be Baauer,
an American DJ and record producer. He is most famous for his
song "Harlem Shake."
Baauer is relatively new to the
music industry, releasing his debut
album Aa on March 18 of this year.
He has worked on remixes and collab.orations with several big name
artists like Pusha T, Nero, M.I.A.,
R_ustie and Novelist. A majority of
his music is bass and house music.
. So far, Baauer has found success
in making strong connections with
already stable artists who work
i~ similar music genres. Although
h1.s .solo work is also strong and
dis_tinctive, the songs that have
gained the most traction so far are
his collaborations, save for "Harlem Shake."
However, "Harlem Shake" was
not the first of its kind at the time
of the song's release in 2012. The
meme that followed the song was
~ppropriated from a dance originally called the Albee that was
introduced in 1981 Harlem. The
dance was featured in a G. Dep
music video and became viral from
there.
Since Baauer's song became

chronicles Healy's loss of
his grandmother, while "She
Lays Down" sings of a girl
lost amidst a world of pain
unattributed to reason. Healy
actively addresses not only
the male experience but the
female experience on this
album, as well. Such diversity
is part of what makes the band
timelessly relatable.
This summer the four band
members, Matty Healy,
George Daniel, Adam Hann
and Ross MacDonald, will
embark on a tour that includes
major dates in Europe, the
United States and an appearance at the infamous Glastonbury music festival.
The band that is sometimes
unfairly stereotyped for attracting fan girls has returned
in a unique display of maturity
that deeply contrasts that popular assumption.

Three members of The 1975. Credit; Rolling Stone

Remix Playlist
1. Gold Dayzz (Maribou
State remix) - Ultraista

a trend and meme for the next
several months after its release,
it ultimately overshadowed the
history of the Harlem Shake as a
dance originating within the black
Harlem community. So, for me
(and I'm sure for many others), the
Gold Dayzz
Credit: soundc/oud.com
inevitable performance of "Harlem
Shake" will be one that a lot of us
will pain our ways through.
Besides this, his music is not necMaribou State takes advanessarily anything incredibly defin- tage of the lonely drawl of
itive, as should be expected with static as background noise in
house music. There are, however, their remix of Ultraista's "Gold
some shining songs within the rub- Dayzz." Not only does the reble. "Temple," featuring M.1.A. and mix give the song a newfound
G-Dragon, and "Day Ones," fea- self-reflective, organic aura,
turing Novelist and Leikell47, are but it also drops some catchy
evocative, explorative and vastly beats and is the ultimate social
different from other works on Aa. scene mood setter.
Baauer truly tries to pay homage
2. Say My Name (Cyril Hahn
to all featured artists' styles in his Remix) - Destiny's Child
collaboration projects, and that is
admirable.
"GoGo!" is probably the most
exciting solo song off his album,
which slowly evolves similar beats
over the course of the song. "One
Touch," featuring AlunaGeorge
and Rae Sremmurd, although not
on his new album, also pays homage to different genres and is composed effectively.
..... ,
So, should we be hyped? We've
We're all very familiar with
had bad luck with Spring Weekend Destiny's Child's 90's hit, "Say
performers in the past. But Baauer My Name". However, Cyril
is a very good bet for a very good Hahn has turned this catchy
show.
pop song into one of mystery

JORDANA JOY '17
ARTS AND CULTURE
and seduction. With powerful
emphasis on bass and lower
octaves, Cyril Hahn's remix
slows the song down and takes
a full three minutes to drop
into the first verse.
3. Hawaii (Niva Remix) Blackbird Blackbird

EDITOR
Sometimes, listening to
music that does not contain
your native language can be
refreshing and relaxing. Contrary to popular belief, German
takes a soothing, comforting
tone in Philipp Dittberner's "In
Deiner Kleinen Welt," or "In
Your Small World." Marv's remix makes minimal changes to
the song, except to add a beat
that lifts the song up a bit.
5. Me & U (VILLAGE Bootleg
Remix) -Cassie

Hawaii (Niva Remix)
Credit: keepreal.org

Taken from a Tame lmpala-esque album, "Summer
Heart", Niva's remix of Blackbird Blackbird's "Hawaii" is
a simple yet very effective
upbeat dance song transition
from the original. In using
vocals as overlay and keeping
a consistent, subtle bass line
throughout the remix, the
youths will have no problem
"turning up'' to this tune.
4. In Deiner Kleinen Welt
(Marv Remix) - Philipp Dittberner

s

Credit: thisismyjam.com

sexy remix, VILLAGE Bootleg
masterfully combined a slow
timely buildup with lowering'
vocal a few octaves for a perfect mood setter.
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Christiano Ronaldo saves Real
Madrid in El Clasico

Ryan Gjerset '17 Credit: Wheaton Athletics

Wheaton men's lacrosse
falls to Clark to begin
NEWMAC action
KEVIN A. GIL '16

SPORTS EDITOR

Ronaldo. Credit: The Guardian

EVIN A. GIL '16

SPORTS EDITOR
eal Madrid CF beat Barcelona FC by a 2-1 score this
past Saturday night in arguably the biggest soccer game of
the year popularly known as "El
Clasico". The game featured a
dramatic ending with a red card
to Madrid's Spanish center back
Sergio Ramos and a late game
winner by Cristiano Ronaldo.
The game between the two
Spanish power clubs is typically the most anticipated soccer match of the year. Often
times the two teams meet up
more than once in a year since
they both compete in various
,::.agues and tournaments including Spain's first tier professional
league called La Liga as well as
the UEFA Champions league
and Copa Del Rey competitions
amongst others.
Real Madrid are currently
ranked as the number one club in
the world according to the UEFA
rankings for club competitions.
Barcelona are currently ranked
as third with Spanish rivals Club
Atletico de Madrid ranked at
fourth. La Liga's 38 week long
season currently finds FC Barcelona in first place with 76 points
as week 32 approaches. Atletico are in second place with 70
points while Real is now in third
place with 69 points. This loss is
exactly what both Madrid teams
needed to shorten the gap between them and the league lead-

R

ers.
Real Madrid's Portuguese
striker Cristiano Ronaldo ended
up saving the contest for Madrid despite a dramatic, backand-fourth game. Barcelona's
Argentine forward Lionel Messi
failed to show up for his side as
he couldn't find a response to
Madrid's aggressive defense.
El Clasico is often viewed as a
Ronaldo vs. Messi type battle as
both players are former Balon
d'Or winners, an award that is
given yearly to the best soccer
player in the world. Messi has
won the award four times in the
last six years while Ronaldo has
won it on two occasions.
Early on in this version of El
Clasico, a missed call from right
outside of the penalty area could
have found Real playing with ten
men. Ramos was given a yellow
card in the tenth minute so a second yellow would have provoked
a red card. The foul would have
given Barcelona a very probable
scoring opportunity with a freekick from right outside of the
penalty box, perfect range for
free-kick specialist, Lionel Messi.
The first half ended scoreless.
The first goal of the game was
scored in the second half when
Barcelona center back Gerard
Pique headed the ball past Madrid's goalkeeper after a cross
from midfielder Ivan Rakitic.
Just six mintues later, Madrid
responded•with a brilliant overhead volley from forward Karim
Benzema from a deflected cross.

The score was tied at one and
both sides were pushing for the
next chance to put away the
game. Surely enough, the next
goal proved to be decisive.
Gareth Bale got on the end of
a cross in the 80th minute that
found the back of the net. The
goal was disallowed when the officials called a questionable foul
off of a push leading to a Barcelona defender on the ground. Replays showed nearly no contact
on the play but the game continued equalized.
Ramos would get his second
yellow card in the 83rd minute
leading to his ejection from the
game with just seven minutes
left. It seemed as if Barcelona
would surely get at least one
more chance to punish the Madrid defense for the lack of discipline Ramos had in the game.
Shockingly, it was Madrid that
found a goal in the 85th minute
when Ronaldo settled a cross
off of his chest and netted the
ball home after settling it to the
ground . Despite being down a
man for the closing moments of
the game, Madrid was victorious
in El Clasico.
Seven points currently separate Barcelona and Real Madrid
on the league table. Madrid
hopes that Barcelona will drop
points in the coming weeks to
likely their chances of catching
up to the Spanish giants. Renaldo saved the day for Madrid supporters and Ramos will owe his
teammate one for next time.

fter a win against Gordon
to get them back on their
feet, the Lyons had games
against UMASS Dartmouth and
Eastern Connecticut State to
prepare for NEWMAC play this
past Saturday against Clark.
Previous to Gordon, the Lyons
had dropped four games and
were really looking to find their
stride amidst the most important
stretch of their season.
A tough battle against UMASS Dartmouth was a game Ryan
Gjerset '17 and the rest of the
team believed they could really
compete in.
"They're a good team but I
know we're all committed to
working hard and getting results
when we really need them," Gjerset said.
With an emphatic fourth quarter surge, the Lyons came away
with the victory, 13-10. Scott
Whear '18 and Gjerset netted
dual hat tricks and first-year Mike
Doucette '19 went 11-25 in faceoffs. Senior Ryan Clair '16 got his
fourth win of the season letting
in 10 goals on 16 shots recording
6 saves.
"After our talk in the huddle
before the fourth quarter, there
was no doubt in my mind we
were going to win that game,"
said Clair. "The whole team battled hard and pulled out probably the gutsiest win of our season so far."
Next came an away tilt against
Eastern Connecticut State, a final
preparation game before conference play. The momentum from

A

the UMASS Dartmouth garne
came to a holt in a grueling 10-8
loss. First-year Matt Morgan '19
recorded another hat trick while
junior Devin Higgins '17 and Gjerset both had two goals.
"It was tough to go down the
way we did after being in the
game for so long, but at this
point in the season we have to
learn from our mistakes and get
better," said senior captain Tony
Bowden '16.
"Every one of us is competing
in practice everyday trying to
motivate each other, but late·
ly we've just been coming up
short," said sophomore face-off
man Topher Lobo '18.
A Saturday night game against
Clark was next for the Lyons, be·
ginning conference games and
the hardest part of their season.
Only down by two heading into
the fourth, sophomore Griffin
Phaneuf '18 scored to decrease
the deficit to one, with Clark
now leading 7-6. Fourth quarter
struggles continued as Clark net·
ted 4 unanswered and won the
game 11-6, making the Lyons 0-1
in NEWMAC play.
"I think this was a wake up call
for our team," said sophomore
James Holston '18. "We know
the seniors don't want to go out
without competing for a NEWMAC championship, but that can
also be said for our whole team.
We're going to continue to work
and prepare for each game like
it's our last."
Wheaton's next NEWMAC
contest will be home on Satur·
day the 9th against Emerson, at
Nordin Field.

